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 MERTZON — My cousin, Young Goat Whiskers, had us on the road nearly every day last week. 
He and a cattle operator over in San Angelo have been burning up the roadways receiving three or four 
bunches of heifer yearlings. I’ve been tagging along, opening gates and visiting with the truckers and other 
hombres who always gather around cattle shipping scenes. 
 Late one evening we wound up the day at a bull breeder’s outfit. We’d been planning to slip off to 
this ranch since away back in the summer. 
 The setup seemed like a chance to pick up some bargain bulls. For one thing, old Kit Carson 
himself would have had a hard time finding his way there. Also, we’d heard indirectly that the bulls were 
good and the owner as kind hearted as Mother McCree was in her maiden years. 
 Well, the information was only party correct. The ranch was indeed a way off in the tulies. As to 
the bulls, they were the good kind But the man who put out the report that the bull seller was an easy mark 
must have been mighty short on time or badly blighted by poor judgment of mankind. 
 That old boy told us right off he was hard of hearing. What he didn’t tell us was that when it came 
to selling bulls, he didn’t need to hear a lick of anything. 
 Within 15 minutes he had Whiskers and myself buying $750 oxen as if we were hosting a few 
rounds of coffee at a benefit supper. With a fervor that would stand out at a protest meeting, we were 
wading in there spending money as if the big cow boom of the early ’50s had been revived. 
 Once or twice we mentioned the possibility of a small price adjustment on the bulls but unless we 
were bragging on the cattle, our host couldn’t hear a word we said. 
 At one point, Cousin Whiskers was away off by himself in a corner of the corral and he sort of 
mumbled that he sure did like that No. 10 bull.” He’d barely moved his lips until the seller was shouting at 
his Latin secretary: “corte numero diez al otro corral.” 
 Something was wrong with the Mexican, however. Every time we turned our backs, he’d start 
snickering. He and his boss must have had a private joke about sorting bulls, because they’d wink at each 
other whenever we made a choice. 
 If we’d been at one of those fancy bull parlors like they have near the big cities, the carnival air of 
the scene would have made me suspicious. People get mighty gay, you know, when they’re pulling off a 
double-barreled job of the old hocus-pocus. But I guess these fellows out here on this ranch were just 
suffering from a little mid-afternoon giddiness, or perhaps a touch of too much after-lunch coffee nerves. 
 It was a sad trip home. As the spell wore off, we began to realize that unless our old cows all drop 
twin steer calves next season, we may have to take the kids to the cotton patch to pay our bull bill. 
 But we left one rancher and his Mexican handy happy. I noticed as we left the ranch that they both 
were acting like they’d just won a gold metal in the International Olympics. 


